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Thank you so much, Steven (Davidoff Solomon), for that kind introduction. I’m delighted to be back
on the Berkeley campus. It was only a year ago that you graciously hosted me here as a visiting
professor at Berkeley Law. So I am not only excited to be here today—I’m also honored to offer my
first public remarks as an SEC Commissioner among so many friends and colleagues.

Before I get started, let me just note that the views I express here are my own and do not reflect the
views of the Commission. (Although, I’ll confess, I hope someday that they do.)[1]

My first few weeks at the SEC have been a whirlwind—and just to be clear, I am not talking about
the markets. In a few short weeks, I have gotten a crash course on SEC policymaking—and enough
reading to empathize with my former law students, who used to tell me, to my puzzlement, that my
Corporate Law syllabus was not exactly beach material.

But in between the policy memos that come across my desk, I’ve also had the pleasure of working
with my new colleagues on the SEC’s Staff. They’ve taught me a lot in a short time, and I’m grateful
for their insights and assistance. The hard work and dedication of these folks gives me confidence
that we are up to the challenge of making sure our financial markets are the safest, strongest, and
most efficient in the world.

So the first few months of 2018 have been quite a blur. Fortunately, they have not been as stressful
for me as the last few months of 2017.

You see, last fall, I took part in two of the most nerve-wracking Q&A sessions of my life. In late
October, I had the ultimate job interview: a two-hour, televised confirmation hearing in front of the
Senate Banking Committee.[2] Then, two months later, I found myself the one posing the life-
changing questions. I asked my girlfriend Bryana to marry me.
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I’m happy to report that, to my surprise, both Bryana and the Senate offered a resounding yes—
literally within 24 hours of each other. But, let me just say, I now have newfound respect for the staff
and Senators on the Committee. I only had to ask one question, and it nearly gave me a heart
attack.

Now, as a newly engaged guy, I fully embrace the notion that a strong marriage must be built on a
foundation of eternal trust. But today, I would like to ask whether it is wise to apply that standard to
corporate governance. Should our public investors have to place eternal trust in corporate insiders?
That is, should so-called perpetual dual-class stock ownership structures, which grant corporate
executives control of our public companies literally forever, be acceptable?

The Law and Legacy of Dual-Class Stock
As you know, “dual class” voting typically involves capitalization structures that contain two or more
classes of shares—one of which has significantly more voting power than the other. That’s distinct
from the more common single-class structure, which gives shareholders equal equity and voting
power. In a dual-class structure, public shareholders receive shares with one vote per share, while
insiders receive shares that empower them with multiple votes. And some firms have recently
issued shares that give ordinary public investors no vote at all.[3]

For most of the modern history of American equity markets, the New York Stock Exchange did not
list companies with dual-class voting. That’s because the Exchange’s commitment to corporate
democracy and accountability dates back to before the Great Depression.[4] But in the midst of the
takeover battles of the 1980s, corporate insiders “who saw their firms as being vulnerable to
takeovers began lobbying [the exchanges] to liberalize their rules on shareholder voting rights.”[5]
Facing pressure from corporate management and fellow exchanges, the NYSE reversed course,
and today permits firms to go public with structures that were once prohibited.[6]

As you all know well, more and more companies choose today to go public with dual-class. Public
companies using dual-class are today worth more than $5 trillion, and more than 14% of the 133
companies that listed on U.S. exchanges in 2015 have dual-class voting.[7] That compares with
12% of firms that listed on U.S. exchanges in 2014, and just 1% in 2005. [8]

There’s a long-running debate on dual-class. On one hand, you have visionary founders who want
to retain control while gaining access to our public markets. On the other, you have a structure that
undermines accountability: management can outvote ordinary investors on virtually anything.

There is reason to think that, at least for a defined period of time early in a company’s life, dual-
class can be beneficial. The structure can allow entrepreneurs to build for the long term—and even
transform entire industries—without being subject to short-term pressure.[9] When many managers
are at the mercy of daily stock-market pressure, dual-class can help America’s most innovative
companies create the sustainable long-term value we need to grow our economy.[10]

Many have argued forcefully, however, that one-share, one-vote should be the rule for all public
corporations.[11] Whatever the benefits may be of permitting dual-class in a few well-known cases,
these advocates argue, the costs for investors—who are left with no way to hold management’s feet
to the fire while dual-class is in place—outweigh those benefits.



But the question I want to ask today is not whether dual-class ownership is always good or bad. It’s
whether dual-class structures, once adopted, should last forever. Do Main Street investors in our
public markets benefit when corporate insiders maintain outsized control in perpetuity?

This is not an academic exercise. You see, nearly half of the companies who went public with dual-
class over the last 15 years gave corporate insiders outsized voting rights in perpetuity. Those
companies are asking shareholders to trust management’s business judgment—not just for five
years, or 10 years, or even 50 years. Forever.

Corporate Royalty and Our Values
So perpetual dual-class ownership—forever shares—don’t just ask investors to trust a visionary
founder. It asks them to trust that founder’s kids. And their kids’ kids. And their grandkid’s kids.
(Some of whom may, or may not, be visionaries.) It raises the prospect that control over our public
companies, and ultimately of Main Street’s retirement savings, will be forever held by a small, elite
group of corporate insiders—who will pass that power down to their heirs.

I cannot see how to square that with our nation’s foundational ideas.[12] In America, we don’t inherit
power, and we don’t hold power forever. We fought a war against that system, and the good guys
won. That’s why, following Thomas Jefferson’s lead in Virginia, after Independence, state
governments “laid axe to the root of pseudo-aristocracy,” as Jefferson put it, by abolishing the laws
of entail and primogeniture.[13] It’s why our Constitution gives our legislature the broad authority to
promote the general welfare, but carefully enumerated what Congress cannot do: grant titles of
nobility.[14] It’s why our founders rejected a permanent dual-class legislature: a House of Lords for
the royalty and a House of Commons for Main Street.[15]

Now, our public markets aren’t our government, but our country’s spirit of democratic accountability
has long animated how we think about economics. That’s why Adam Smith worried in his early
writings about how economic models could account for the possibility that power could be wielded
by royalty from beyond the grave.[16] And that’s why today we require companies to give investors
regular updates on their performance. If you run a public company in America, you’re supposed to
be held accountable for your work—maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but someday.[17]

So one problem with perpetual dual-class is it removes entrenched managers—and their kids, and
their kids’ kids—from the discipline of the market forever. Simply put: asking investors to put eternal
trust in corporate royalty is antithetical to our values as Americans.[18]

Perpetual Dual-Class Stock and Corporate Performance
It’s not just that perpetual dual-class stock ownership is disconcerting in principle. The data suggest
that it is troubling in practice. And I know this because my staff and I ran the numbers. More on that
in a moment.

But let’s start with what existing research in this area can already tell us. One recent study shows
that the costs and benefits of dual-class structures evolve over a company’s lifetime.[19] Shortly
after the IPO, dual-class firms trade at a premium—but, as the company matures, this premium
eventually disappears. Early in a company’s life, then, giving control to the firm’s visionary founders
makes sense—but at some point that structure is no longer beneficial.



For that reason, some argue that dual-class firms should include some limit on the amount of time
before ordinary shareholders can weigh in on whether dual-class still makes sense for the
company.[20] Whether a fixed term of years or upon a founder’s passing, at that point, sometimes
called a “sunset,” shareholders get to have their say.

To explore these questions, my staff and I took a close look at 157 dual-class IPOs that have
occurred over the past 15 years. We immediately noticed some pretty significant differences
between the 71 dual-class companies with sunset provisions and the 86 who gave insiders control
forever. Our regression models predicted relatively similar valuations at their IPO dates, a trend that
continued for two years after the IPO. But over time, their predicted valuations diverged:

Seven or more years out from their IPOs, firms with perpetual dual-class stock trade at a significant
discount[21] to those with sunset provisions.[22] We also found that, among the small subset of
firms that decided to drop their dual-class structures later in their life cycles, those decisions were
associated with a significant increase in valuations.[23] To be sure, our analysis is preliminary, and
this is a subject that deserves much further study. In the spirit of a robust debate, I am making
public the results of our analysis as well as our underlying data and assumptions.[24]

The Path Ahead
I’m not the only one concerned about dual-class stock and its effects on our markets. Investors
have loudly and clearly registered their objections to this structure, both through the SEC’s Investor
Advisory Committee and the Council of Institutional Investors.[25]

As a result of that engagement, three major providers have moved to exclude dual-class companies
from significant stock indexes. FTSE Russell will exclude all companies whose free float constitutes
less than 5% of total voting power;[26] S&P Dow Jones will, going forward, exclude all dual-class
firms;[27] and MSCI will reduce the weight that dual-class firms occupy in its indexes.[28]

Investors, facing a wave of companies using dual-class to insulate their managers from
accountability, have every right to bring those complaints to index providers. And there’s no doubt



about it: the indices’ decisions sent a loud message to the markets.[29] But excluding all dual-class
firms from our major market indices is a blunt tool. And it’s one I’m deeply worried about.

Let me explain why. We face a growing gap in this country between our markets and Main Street
investors. The middle class watches our markets rise and increasingly—and correctly—senses that
they are left out, that the benefits of that growth are accruing to someone else. And middle class
investors often own stock in American public companies through an index. Though their holdings
may be small, those holdings reflect their participation in our economic future.[30]

If we ban all dual-class companies from our major indices, Main Street investors may lose out on
the chance to be a part of the growth of our most innovative companies. The next Google or the
next Facebook will deliver spectacular returns, but average Americans will, quite literally, not be
invested in their growth. No one here in Silicon Valley should want to leave average Americans out
of their growth story. And investors should not be forced to choose being long American innovation
and signing up for corporate royalty.

That’s why I hope that our national securities exchanges will soon consider proposed listing
standards addressing the use of perpetual dual-class stock. Such standards would allow Main
Street investors to share in our economy’s growth—but avoid asking them to trust corporate
management forever. Companies would still be able to IPO with dual-class voting arrangements—
but only if management is willing to someday give shareholders their say.[31] And while cynics may
say that companies will flee abroad to list, I think it’s pretty unlikely that we’ll see a mass exodus of
listings away from the deepest, most liquid capital markets in the world just so founders’ children
can inherit and run America’s public companies.

* * * * *

While it is fair to ask people to place their eternal trust in their partner, our country’s founding
principles and our corporate law counsel against the creation of corporate royalty. The solution to
that problem is not to leave ordinary Americans out of the growth that all of you here in Silicon
Valley are creating. The solution is to return to the tradition of accountability that has served our
nation and our markets so well.

As a Commissioner, my job is to pursue a three-part mission at the SEC: protect investors, maintain
fair and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation. All three would be advanced if the
exchanges promptly pursue this issue. By giving investors more say in the governance of their
companies, we can help protect them from managers who would misuse dual-class to extract value
rather than build it. By providing clear rules of the game for both shareholders and management, we
help them understand and price the risks they’re taking. And by giving visionary founders the space
to control their companies soon after their IPO, we encourage them to use our public markets—and
share their growth with Main Street investors.

The exact form that exchange standards might take—and the best way to “sunset,” or limit, dual-
class structures—is beyond the scope of my talk today. And besides, I have no doubt that the folks
in this room can come up with innovative ways to solve that problem.[32] I know that all of you
share my goal of finding a way to allow today’s visionaries to access our public markets in a way
consistent with our values. And I urge you all to get to work, alongside our exchanges, to make sure
that Main Street investors share in the future you’re shaping here every day.
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